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THE NEW FRONT OFFICE
A DIFFERENT PARADIGM
Service Operations has always been a tough
business. Viewed as a back-office cost
center to be contained, Service Operations
has an evergreen expectation for annual
cost reduction while continuously meeting
service levels that delight customers at all
times. Nothing has changed with those
expectations, but the pressure is mounting
and next level improvement is getting
ever tougher:

Changing market dynamics
are shrinking the cushion
between the front and
back office
•• In an increasingly digital world, any
mishaps or delays by Service Operations
are immediately felt by the customer,
and potentially shared virally in a matter
of seconds
•• Digital experiences are setting customer
expectations for speed, immediacy,
configurability and personalization, often
beyond what Service Operations is used
to provide
•• Eroding margins in many service
businesses are driving up cost pressures
and the need to accelerate service
provision more cheaply at higher
customer expectation levels
•• Competing on product no longer
differentiates, focusing competition
on service with customers more ready
and able to switch allegiances than
ever before
•• Channels are proliferating and are
always on, and customers are expecting
a consistent and integrated experience
across them at all times
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Take all of these dynamics together, you are
left with the perfect circumstance for Service
Operations to re-invent itself to meet ever
tougher cost reduction and service quality
improvement expectations, and live up to its
New Front Office status in a digital world.
This puts Service Operations managers
in a very tight spot. Under pressure from
their business peers, many of the old world
experiences no longer work. Despite the
changing dynamics, the agenda of Service
Operations managers has stayed relatively
constant – focusing primarily on internal
productivity, feedback and rework loops
and culture. In reaction to these new forces,
Service Operations managers need a new
playbook, one that assures simplification
for the customer, high resource utilization in
an increasingly automated or self-serviced
context, a service rather than operations
culture, digital and technology savviness,
and a new risk mind-set – in short, a very
new way of sustainably approaching Service
Operations step change improvement.
In some ways, Service Operations managers
need to be able to adopt, chameleon-like,
multiple personalities to orchestrate the ever
tougher “more service for less cost” paradox,
now as the New Front Office.

THE NEW SERVICE OPERATIONS MANAGER
REQUIREMENTS FOR SUCCESS
To make the change, Service Operations
managers must learn from outside the
service business arena. Service Operations
productivity has traditionally lagged
manufacturing and customer satisfaction
levels have barely budged over time (see
Exhibit 1). In many Service Operations,
processes that should be standardized are
still customized and suffer from too many
handoffs and extensive re-work. Ever
more volume volatility makes planning
a challenge. Good data is often rare.
Automation has resulted in fragmentation
and lack of systems connectivity.
Manufacturing has mastered many of these
challenges and is providing stimulation for
the Service Operations manager. Consider
the following examples and ask yourself
if your service operation is innovating in
similar ways:
Intel’s sensors provide oil-rig operators
with real-time data (wind speed, incline,
temperature) on the structural stability of
their oil rig, allowing them to proactively
identify issues and intervene before problems
develop. How good is your service operations
data at providing early and proactive warning
of problems?

demand? How rapidly can you react to meet
changing needs?
Amazon Web Services has helped companies
cheaply and rapidly flex capacity to meet
changing demand. NASA, for example, uses
Amazon software to process over 200,000
images in a few hours for roughly $200. How
flexible is your business’ capacity to serve
volatile customer needs rapidly without the
burden of fixed cost?
In the Flyknit shoe, Nike has created a single
piece woven upper that not only slashes the
costly assembly stage in manufacturing but
also enables service through faster time to
market and greater customization. How simple
and modular is your service?

Service Operations
Managers must learn
from outside the
service business area

Spanish clothing giant Zara’s short cycle times
(delivery of merchandise twice a week) have
to keep up with fickle fashion trends. This
requires staying close to the market (with as
many as 1,000 new designs every week), tightly
controlling the supply chain and building
flexibility for on-demand processing. How well
do you know the competitor moves in service
improvement and customer trends in service
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Exhibit 1: PRODUCTIVITY AND CUSTOMER SATISFACTION STAGNATION IN SERVICE OPERATIONS
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moves

Similar levels of performance and capability to those seen in Manufacturing Operations are
unfortunately exceptions in Service Operations. Based on our experience in leading many
organizations through a journey of transformation, we believe that Service Operations
managers can embrace the challenge. Service Operations can continue to deliver against
the evergreen management agenda – meeting ever-increasing customer expectations at
lower cost – but it will take an ability to deploy a number of techniques quite different from
the past. And it will require chameleon-like adaptability along six moves from the Service
Operations manager:

1

HARNESS THE POWER OF THE OPPOSITE-BE A TRANSFORMATIVE SIMPLIFIER
Seek counterintuitive ways to reduce customer hassles and simplify by reinvention

2

CASH IN ON THE DATA DIVIDEND-BE A QUANT MANAGER
Make operational and behavioral data an early warning indicator and leverage information to
re-define work

3

TRANSFORM CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE TO STRENGTHEN BRAND-BE A DIGITAL INNOVATOR
Distinguish through service excellence in a multi-channel, digital enabled world. Enable 5x
“word of mouth”

4

BUILD FLEXIBILITY TO BEAT UNCERTAINTY-BE AN AGLIITY BUILDER
Design processes and capacity for speed, agility and rapid reaction to changing
market conditions

5

DO MORE WITH LESS TO STRIVE FOR 10x IMPACT-BE A RELENTLESS STREAMLINER
Identify and seize every opportunity to drive improvement, leverage partners and new
workforce models

6

TURN PROCESSORS INTO FRONT-LINE SERVICERS-BE A HIGH PERFORMANCE MOTIVATOR
Drive and align organization and performance management for a culture of customer service,
without a cushion between back and front office

Not all moves apply all the time, and the right
mix will depend on the particular situation
and stage of evolution. Finding the right mix of
moves and mix at the right time is half the battle.
While each move has the potential to deliver stepchange improvement, experience shows that recognizing
the interconnectedness and multiplicative power across them
helps to continuously and sustainably beat the “more service for
less cost” paradox, in a New Front Office context.
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move

1

HARNESS THE POWER OF THE OPPOSITE
BE A TRANSFORMATIVE SIMPLIFIER
At times contrarian thinking is needed
to deliver innovation. Within service
operations, this translates into simplifying
processes and switching from supply side to
demand-side thinking.
Progressive Insurance reversed the traditional
claims process and brought it to the claimant.
Apart from the ability to better detect fraud and
lower claim payouts, the innovative process
reduced customer hassles and enhanced
customer service. Progressive typically handles
a claim within two to nine hours.
In-N-Out dramatically simplified operations
with a simple menu, a focus on fresh
ingredients and tightly controlled short supply
chains to maintain freshness. The result is an
extremely loyal customer base and the largest
profit margin (20%) in the fast-food industry.

Switching from supply side
to demand side thinking is
needed to drive innovation
Rightmove revolutionized the information
business in the UK’s competitive real estate
market. They provided a simple-to-use mobileenabled portal that aggregated properties
from multiple agents and provided valueadded services such as a valuation models,
integration with 3rd party information and
direct booking of viewings. The result was
traffic of 40m visits per month by 2014 and
a market capitalization of >$3 BN. Perhaps
most tellingly, their success has forced highly
competitive real estate agents to work together
on a rival site.
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What do these strategies have in
common? Exceptional foresight? Enlightened
awareness? Plain luck in 20/20 hindsight?
Or just the ability to think of the opposite
as a means to drive efficiency and customer
intimacy through innovation?
Consider this Service Industry situation: As
the health care industry undergoes a massive
shift from fee-for-service to fee for-value,
progressive institutions are moving quickly to
position themselves as leaders in value based
care. These hospitals and physician groups
are now putting the patient at the center of
the service model – a radical flip from the
physician-centered care model of before.
These institutions will deliver better health
outcomes, patient experience and lower total
cost of care. In many cases, success depends
on maximizing an underutilized asset – the
local pharmacist – who will perform at the
top of his/her license as part of a larger care
team to reduce consumer hassles. Improved
access (hours and locations), more time
with the patient and greater coordination
all improve the patient experience
(see Exhibit 2).
Design of population-health management
program, defining associated service
offerings and monetization opportunities,
backed by implementation support is not
simple. Piloting is required to demonstrate
that the organization can improve health
outcomes and lower total cost of care,
alongside strategic focus from the executive
team. However, where the idea has been
proven leaders are already moving to national
program rollout by identifying, enrolling
and integrating local health care providers
as partners.

Exhibit 2: DEMAND-SIDE THINKING IN PATIENT-CENTERED POPULATION HEALTH

Tech & big data
back end/ecosystem
Care delivery
ecosystem

Consumer powered
healthy living ecosystem
Consumer health
value markets

Key Attributes

•• Specialized
population ecosystems
•• Next generation of care models
•• Next generation of information
and decision tools

•• New health services marketplace
•• Unlocking new profit levers
•• New leadership playbook

Key questions for the Service Operations manager
•• Do you perform a customer experience designed by others, or do you take ownership of the
customer experience?
•• Have you absolutely minimized the work the customer needs to do?
•• Do you recognize the customer’s history?
•• Do you only ask for what you don’t have?
•• Have you created hassle maps and are you tackling them relentlessly?
•• Do you actively harness the power of the opposite?
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2

CASH IN ON THE DATA DIVIDEND
BE A QUANT MANAGER
”Water, water everywhere, nor any drop to
drink.” The “Rime of the Ancient Mariner”
could just as easily apply to the proliferation
of data. Every customer interaction,
every process-step, every multi-channel
communication has the potential to be
tracked and stored. Often it is not yet and
where it is, much of the data remains wasted
information. But if analyzed properly, this
information can be turned into valuable
intelligence to optimize operations.
Intelligence that could serve as an early
warning signal of impending problems,
vastly speed up diagnosis and repair, and
pinpoint unprofitable segments in your
delivery chain.
Falcon Fraud Manager utilizes data from
a bank’s payment operations along with
predictive analytics to detect and deflect
fraudulent activity. This has resulted in over
90% reduction in credit card fraud, over 85%
reduction in online fraud and upwards of 70%
reduction in debit card fraud – in one year.
Remote Elevator Monitoring
minimizes elevator downtime
by utilizing real-time
diagnostic software to
identify and remediate
potential problems
before they occur.
This has resulted in minimal
operations downtime, as
reps arrive on a scene with the
diagnostic information needed to
repair the elevator.
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CareMore, a regional healthcare provider
for Medicare Advantage patients, leveraged
its wealth of customer information – both
background electronic health records as
well as real-time data on weight, blood
pressure and glucose – to better identify,
administer, and monitor preventative medical
treatments. CareMore has dramatically
improved outcomes, cut costs, and reduced
hospital admissions.
Consider this Service Industry situation: In
telecoms leveraging “big data” to enable
deeper network analytics and decision
making is a key trend accelerated in part due
to increasing competition at a regional level.
Strong performer network analytics cover
cities and neighborhoods down to discrete
network devices. Weaker performers lack
this regional intelligence required to make
targeted investment and OPEX decisions to
maintain local competitiveness.
Playing catch up requires a multi-pronged
data aggregation and analytics strategy,
starting with the definition of critical
operational metrics required to monitor
regional level operational performance.
The many resulting network device metrics
must be collated for analysis in a data mart
(see Exhibit 3). The resulting correlation of
regional-level marketing, sales, and network
performance metrics enable purposeful
targeting of investments and spend to regain
regional competitiveness.

Exhibit 3: BIG INFORMATION AS OPPOSED TO BIG DATA
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Key questions for the Service Operations manager
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Can you measure the performance skews among your staff?
Do you get real-time service satisfaction feedback from your customers?
Do you have manufacturing-like quality measurement along the service production line?
Are your managers trained to work with and react to production data and quality control, including for early warning?
Do you use data to align customer value and the cost of service for competitive advantage?
Are you actively exploring cognitive and behavioral analytics to optimize your Service Operations?
Do you actively cash in on the data dividend?
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3

TRANSFORM CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE TO
STRENGTHEN BRAND
BE A DIGITAL INNOVATOR
Customers are never fully satisfied.
Technology has raised the stakes for
speed, customization, personalization
and instant support. And social media
and mobile can make or break a product
or service in days. The proliferation of
functionality, the convergence of platforms,
the ubiquity of channels – all result in an in
satiable need for the perfect digital, omnichannel experience. Get it right, and the
multiplicative impact on brand is boundless.
Get it wrong, and prepare to be vilified
by everything from social media to old
fashioned “word of mouth.”
Audi improves the car buying experience to sell
as many as 200 additional cars per dealership,
per year. Little things on the dealership floor
make the difference – a touchscreen panel that
leads customers through self-guided tours of
the car’s features, stations to let customers
sample and feel the car’s frame and interior,
and multiple spots that serve as interaction
points between sales and the customer.
Acknowledging shifts in technology and
attitudes, ING Direct cafes redefine retail
banking operations. Planning tables
provide financial advice on home buying,
retirement and more. Free Wi-Fi, coffee
and refreshments provide a pleasant
experience as customers interact with
the sales staff. Work benches allow
customers to cruise ING’s products
and request a live video chat
with a specialist.
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Apple, the gold
standard in customer
experience, combined
the troubleshooting
and repair steps into a

single process – with on-site repair, instant
warranty redemption and advice. The superior
performance compared to most other
retailers both attracts traffic (18,000 visits per
store, per week) and further cements fierce
customer loyalty.
Consider this Service Industry situation:
Recently, a North American life-insurance
company implemented a multichannel,
technology-driven platform for its retirement
business. This platform is intended to serve
mid-market customers who are often un- or
under-advised, as their average asset levels
($0.25-1.0 MM) make them unattractive
to advisors. To support this consumer
segment, the platform provided a guided
do-it-yourself online retirement planning
service in lieu of traditional advice (see
Exhibit 4). The successful platform balanced
the following dimensions:
•• Scalability to allow the platform to
easily expand for a large customer base
almost instantaneously
•• Economic efficiency to keep costs low, so
that low-asset customers can be serviced
at a much lower price-point
•• Intuitive experience that distills complex
financial and retirement considerations
into an easy-to-understand plan
•• Personalized advice to create
a distinctive journey for each
customer based on his/her unique
financial circumstances
Beyond the profits expected from such
a scalable and efficient distribution
platform, the benefits included a closer
relationship between the insurer and end
customer – something hard to achieve with
traditional marketing.

Exhibit 4: THE POWER OF MULTI-CHANNEL
TODAY
ADVISOR-LED INTERACTIONS

GOAL
MULTI-CHANNEL DIRECT

Customer
experience

•• Online experience provides education and simple
planning services and drives traffic to advisors for
sales execution
•• Advisors available via phone and web, and
in-person consultations

•• Do-it-yourself online experience serves as a direct channel,
with possibility of self-checkout for simple products
•• Guidance, education and advice are delivered through
web-based tools
•• Phone, web, and in-person advisor interactions are
available but deemphasized

Scalability

•• Potentially challenging to scale up economically –
driven by advisor availability

•• Easily scalable and capable of serving a wide array
of clients

Cost

•• High advisory cost for consumers
•• High customer acquisition cost for insurers

•• Low advisory cost for consumers
•• Low customer acquisition cost for insurers

Brand
visibility

•• Third party agents own customer relationship
•• Insurers are dis-intermediated and seen as commodity
product providers

•• Insurers gain visibility and a closer relationship with
their customers
•• Lower costs enable insurers to reduce product costs,
give back to a community and strengthen customercentric reputation

Key questions for the Service Operations manager
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Do your people understand the potential of digital technology for operations and service excellence?
Do you own your key tools, the online and mobile platform?
Can you guarantee seamlessness when customers cross channels?
Are you constantly identifying trends and innovating in real time to ensure you stay ahead of the field?
Are you tuned to innovate on mobile devices?
Do you connect service quality and social media for maximum service quality recognition?
Do you actively transform customer experience to strengthen brand?
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4

BUILD FLEXIBILITY, ENGINEER DYNAMIC
SCALABILITY AND BEAT UNCERTAINTY
BE AN AGILITY BUILDER
Today, consumers are “always-on”. They
buy online, get same-day delivery, and
seamless customer service at nights and
weekends. In certain industries, “long-term”
means weeks. Worse, market conditions
and customer needs change quickly, and
demand fluctuates rapidly. Flexibility and
agility are needed. However, in many service
operations, the cost structures are fixed and
reaction takes months at best. Organizations
need to build operations platforms that are
flexible, and processes that ensure cycle
times are fast, predictable and agile.

State Farm meets demand in times of
catastrophes by hiring independent adjusters
in the disaster area to supplement staff and
provide timely claims estimates. “Mobile
catastrophe facility” vehicles reach any site in
the US within 48 hours and provide working
space for up to 50 people.

Achieving more flexibility requires revisiting
the basics of operations – standard processes,
separation of simple and complex tasks,
modularization and componentization of
work to run as an assembly line and outliers
treated as exceptions with expedited routines
and role specialization. It also requires an
extended enterprise of service providers
coupled with innovative labor models.

Consider these Service Industry situations:
A global insurer had a high touch, complex
service model with a lengthy quote to policy
processing time of 20 hours. More than
10 systems supported the processes. By
working closely with brokers on case quality
and quality of data entry, the insurer built a
front-end risk rating for faster elimination
of unlikely deals. Coupled with modular
processes for maximum commonality,
elimination of non-value added processing
steps, and a separation of common from
exceptions, the insurer reduced processing
times by 90%. Another North American
financial institution recently implemented
a dynamic capacity model for its real-estate
business. A set of scalability levers allowed
better handling of volatility without service
level impact, (see Exhibit 5):

Axiom disrupted the legal marketplace
by rejecting the traditional
partnership and billing targets
model in favor of flexible labor
models that allowed not only
cost control for the client and the
firm but also delivered the better
working conditions sought by
many lawyers.
Amazon Web Services (AWS)
is can scale up and down in
rapid fashion at low cost. Using
AWS, Yelp is able to process
3 terabytes of data on a
daily basis.
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Standardizing the surgical process and
separating routine from expert activities helped
Aravind Center in India reduce surgery time
by 66% increasing the number of surgeries to
2,600 per surgeon per year.

1. Contractual arrangements with 3rd party
labor sources for option capacity
2. Predictive modeling combining
operational MI with indicators of future
volume changes
3. Cross-skilled resources for quick
deployment across processes

Exhibit 5: PEAKS AND TROUGHS – DYNAMICS OPERATIONS CAPACITY MANAGEMENT
VOLUME
Volume peak

Volume trough

6

5
1

2

4
3

Volume of work
Capacity to
handle work

TIME

1

Volume forecasts predict a downturn
in demand
•• Begin reducing volume of work
to outsourcers
•• Reduce contract labor

2

Volume downturn projected to continue
•• Minimize 3rd party to contractual limit
•• Further reduce contract labor
•• Eliminate overtime
•• Redeploy FTE to projects or cross
skilled functions
•• Do not hire to backfill attrition

3

Volume forecasts predict potential
upswing in near future
•• Maintain capacity levels in anticipation
of volume increase
•• Notify outsourcers of potentially
exercising option capacity

4

After a temporary halt, indicators again
point to a prolonged volume surge
•• Begin accepting new
employment applications
•• Re-engage contract labor sources

5

Volume surge continues but points to
signs of settling to a new normal
•• Exercise option capacity
with outsourcers
•• Deploy new hires
•• Allow overtime
•• Ramp up contract labor

6

Volume forecasts settle on a new normal
•• Obtain steady state mix of in-house to
outsource labor
•• Hire to backfill attrition

Key questions for the Service Operations manager
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Can you easily scale your operation up and down without utilization impact?
Have you configured for standard versus specialized activities?
Are your processes modular?
Can you proactively isolate exceptions before they clog up your workflow?
Can you serve customers with differentiated service level?
Can you change the way you provide service within weeks?
Can you adapt to new products within a quarter?
Can you deploy tweaks any day you want?
Do you actively build flexibility, engineer dynamic scalability and beat uncertainty?
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5

DO MORE WITH LESS TO STRIVE FOR
10× IMPACT
BE A RELENTLESS STREAMLINER
Operations excellence requires big, bold
thinking, not an incremental creep to
mediocrity. Resources are always scarce,
margins are always pressured and the street
is forever unforgiving. Can organizations do
more with less? The answer lies as much
in the tactics as in leadership. Winners
in Service Operations are not thinking
about squeezing the last drop from the
lemon. They are more concerned about
new operating models and how best to
achieve highest levels of service and work
efficiency, using the most effective set of
resources across customer-facing and
central functions. They go beyond lean
and six-sigma and fundamentally rethink
service delivery front-to-back and end-toend. And they question cost zero-base all
the time, rather than managing “10% plus/
minus” in every budgeting cycle. In effect
they are seeking game changers that will
redefine themselves in an increasingly
crowded space.
Wal-Mart exerts tight control over its entire
supply chain to deliver superior distribution
management at low cost. Unlike most supply
chains, with multiple parties between the
manufacturer and the retailer, Wal-Mart’s
supply chain delivers directly from the
manufacturer to the store’s distribution center,
bypassing a third-party distributor, reducing
costs and speeding up store stocking.
Southwest redefined the airline industry,
delivering low-cost travel with predictable
and reliable service. It did so by using one type
of aircraft, point-to-point routing at second
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tier airports, quick gate turnaround time,
and unassigned seating and commitment
to customer service. The operational
improvements simplified the training of
mechanics, lowered the cost of airport fees and
allowed more flights per day.
British Cycling and later Team Sky transformed
the world of performance cycling through
adoption of the “marginal gains” philosophy.
By improving many different elements
incrementally – from psychology to mechanical
issues the teams were able to win 14 medals at
the Beijing Olympics and successive Tour de
France races.
Consider this Service Industry situation:
A global insurance company recently
redefined its operating model, to unlock
billions in latent value. Breaking the
redundancy of functions and work across
business units, it defined the appropriate decoupling points for the businesses. As such,
processes were tiered around those that are
unique to the business and those that can be
cross business factories. Beyond efficiency
gains, the new model provided clarity to the
front- and back-office, drove focus on the
“critical few” metrics by level, and opened
career paths for employees (see Exhibit 6).

Exhibit 6: AS COMMON AS POSSIBLE, CUSTOM WHERE IT COUNTS – CANDLES AND CAKE FRAMEWORK
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CANDLES
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ENABLING FUNCTIONS
COMMON MANAGEMENT
PMO/project
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Customer
satisfaction
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Vendor
management

Operational risk
management

Key questions for the Service Operations manager
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Is everyone in your operation questioning cost relentlessly and all the time?
Are your processes effectively managed front-to-back and end-to-end?
Can you reduce capacity at a moment’s notice?
Have you mastered hybrid role models to manage utilization?
Are you using service partners more than ever before?
Do you have full visibility along the extended value chain?
Is your workforce model largely remote?
Have you put work back into the front office to help manage utilization there?
Do you actively do more with less to strive for 10x impact?
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6

TURN PROCESSORS INTO
FRONT-LINE SERVICERS
BE A HIGH PERFORMANCE MOTIVATOR
Aligning the organization and bringing along
your people will be critical in achieving
next level cost and customer satisfaction
performance. Competing on service in an
increasingly digital, new front office world
requires substantive organizational and
cultural change. Organizing by product
and channel won’t work when customers
want to transcend channels seamlessly and
be recognized for their whole relationship
at all times. Technology will play a critical
role in innovating service, but many of the
traditional processing and service staff don’t
know how to imagine a technology-enabled
future. Physical traffic is going down,
creating utilization issues and requiring
hybrid roles, work migration back to the
front office and better part time models to
be dealt with. Quality alone isn’t sufficient
to measure performance and staff needs
clear metrics to deliver the desired service
performance, consistently. In addition,
more and more people want to work from
home, requiring remote workforce models
to be established. And finally, ops and
tech risk is going up exponentially in a
digital environment, requiring a new risk
management culture. A tall order of change.
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Customer service leaders in hyper
competitive industries have realized that not
only do their staff need to be super-efficient,
they also need to delight their customers.
Airlines and hospitality industries have
pushed their staff forward into customer
management and recovery (e.g. hotel
staff resolving complaints, pilots greeting
travelers, crew selling duty free).
Even in the package delivery industry, huge
investments have been made in retraining
staff and upgrading their behaviors (as well as
their trucks, uniforms, etc.) to push staff from
package delivery to customer service delivery.
In retail, the Apple store has cross trained its
staff to perform multiple roles (advisors, sales
and tellers) and in countless manufacturing
industries assembly cells are designed where
everybody can perform every role. In banking
we have worked with numerous service
organizations to introduce sales force like
performance management in the back-office,
virtually eliminating performance skews and
stepping up productivity by more than 20%.
We’ve also helped banks to create ‘virtual’
centralization through workflow technology so
that branch and non-branch staff can all work
on both customer and non-customer facing
activity. As customer service leaders have
successfully implemented these first waves of
change, they’ve also started to develop and
embed continuous improvement, for example
one service operations leader we have worked
with has begun to take her executive team
on technology study tours to immerse them
in technology and enable them to envision a
technology-driven future.

One service ops leader that we worked with
(in this case a large financial institution)
underwent a multi-year transformation to
move from a product-oriented retail and
business banking operations organization to a
customer centric approach. The bank identified
those activities that could be horizontalized
across products to create process utilities
with high levels of predictability, repeatability
and consistency across product groups, as
well as the ability to manage resource within
a unified pool. Processes were simplified and
automated, if not virtualized through end to
end workflow tools. Roles were redefined and
the workforce retrained to support anytime/
anywhere/anything staffing (i.e. anyone can
work on anything).
Lastly, performance management and
incentives were introduced to eliminate
performance variability, skew the balance
towards customer outcomes (speed, ease,

satisfaction etc.) as well drive
productivity. The staff were
then finally positioned
and empowered to move
out of their “process
silos” and into a total
customer service
mind-set. Key customer
moments of truth
were then assessed,
and customer delight
plays inculcated with
all staff (both legacy
front office and back).
The institution observed
a 15-20% productivity
improvement within 3-4 months
of going live and are now on
the journey to drive technology led
continuous improvement with the key
objective of eliminating customer hassles and
driving delight.

Key questions for the Service Operations manager
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Does your organization model allow you to seamlessly integrate customer service across channels?
Do your role designs ensure high utilization?
Are you delivering hybrid roles with closer bonds to both product and technology?
Have you aligned performance management to new front office expectations and established clear
performance metrics?
Have previously centralized activities been appropriately pushed back to front-office outlets to manage
utilization there?
Does your workforce model enable seamless integration of a widely dispersed workforce?
Can you measure cultures and behaviors as well as performance?
Are you actively turning processors into front-office servicers?
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CHAMELEON CASE STUDY
COMBINING MOVES TO
CONTINUOUSLY DRIVES
THE COST AND CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION NEEDLE

While each is individually quite powerful, the six moves
unleash their real impact when aligned with the current
cost and customer satisfaction situation, the root causes
of gaps, and a company’s existing set of capabilities.
The right mix will change as the situation changes
and will need to evolve over time to continuously
improve on the evergreen cost versus customer
satisfaction paradigm.
Consider the situation of a leading and successful retail
bank: Already well-established in its market, profitable
and with good customer reputation, it decided to
own the advisor proposition and create a low cost
producer capability for strategic flexibility on pricing or
profitability. A strategy that explicitly set high ambitions
on customer satisfaction and the ability to provide high
touch service at low cost. An examination of the six
moves revealed the following focus areas below.
This established the playbook, sequencing activities
and ensuring the highest impact on the cost versus
customer satisfaction paradigm. The results were
dramatic. Customer satisfaction, although already
high, increased, mainly due to transparency and digital
tools. Costs came down further as the breaking down
of organizational silos and end-to-end management
opened up new efficiencies. More partnering and
hybrid role design created flexibility, and the
organizational and cultural measures created
a sustainable foundation for the next
iteration on the evergreen customer
satisfaction versus cost journey.
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Exhibit 7: EXAMPLE SERVICE OPERATIONS BEHAVIOURS DIAGNOSTIC
CONTEXT

DIAGNOSTIC

1

• Already strong, simple and
effective customer processes
• Weak operations data but
anecdote of highly variable
performance
• Weak self-service and no mobile
capabilities, inconsistent
processes across all channels

PLAYBOOK
A. First Moves
• Introduction of hybrid roles and
alignment of organisation to
customer, removal of silos

2

6
A

B

B. Second Moves
• Develop operations tracking data
to support performance
management and reinforce
cultural change

• Acceptable current cost position
but lack of flexibility vs. expected
customer channel migration
• Already strong, simple and
effective customer processes
• Strong Lean Six Sigma legacy cost
focus but breakthrough thinking
needed over time

5

B

• Organisation not supportive of
objectives - siloed organisational
model, little measurement, weak
service culture

1

HARNESS THE POWER OF THE OPPOSITE
Capability need exceeded– For the moment “check”

C

CASH IN ON THE DATA DIVIDEND
Capability need not met – A major area for change

C. Third Moves

4

• Build flexibility in cost structure to
support economics under
multi-channel growth
• Gain efficiency from step change in
outsourcing, silo breaking and
building utilities with competitors

4

TRANSFORM CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE TO STRENGTHEN BRAND
Capability need met – A focus area for innovation
While advisors were well equipped to provide advice through
traditional phone and branch channels, online self service
capabilities were incomplete and a mobile offering did not exist.
Furthermore, the fundamental ability to manage consistent
processes across channels was barely available, not even between
physical and phone-based advisory channels. There was also no way
to track the performance of the advice in digital channels.

BUILD FLEXIBILITY, ENGINEER DYNAMIC SCALABILITY AND
BEAT UNCERTAINTY
Capability need met – But something to address over time
While the cost position was acceptable, high fixed costs would create
a problem once customers began migration to online and mobile
channels. In order to sustain best-in-class economics, it was clear
that a more flexible cost structure was needed. One that could create
high utilization of staff.

5

Operations data revealed itself as a major issue. Fulfillment
tracking was impossible. Cost management happened year-on-year
via “headcount flat“ or “plus 5%” approaches. Individual processor
productivity varied widely when exposed against key performance
metrics. Customers could track progress online. There was little
information that would indicate to operations managers that
problems might occur.

3

3

• Create new self-service and mobile
capabilities and build consistent
cross-channel processes and
digital performance data

C

Substantive customer research revealed that the advice process
itself was already well received. It leveraged existing information
well, tapped publically available information to augment what
existed, and kept new information requests to a minimum.
Automated tools supported the development of customer specific
scenarios, and feedback loops on the spot. Transition into fulfillment
was seamless.

2

• Training to drive cultural shift from
processor to servicer

DO MORE WITH LESS TO STRIVE FOR 10x IMPACT
Capability need met – But something to address over time
Lean Six Sigma teams had been operating for a long time,
continuously scrutinizing processes and improving bit-by-bit. The
next wave of process efficiency required breakthrough thinking,
more outsourcing of what was previously considered core, breaking
down organizational silos to exploit new synergies, optimizing
processes from demand to supply end-to-end and building utilities
with competitors where possible.

6

TURN PROCESSORS INTO FRONT-LINE SERVICERS
Capability need not met – A major focus area to ensure other moves
would gain full traction
Finally, the organization and culture needed significant change to
effectively support the strategy. Performance management did
not focus well enough on quality of advice-driven fulfillment and
cost. Channels and products were too often organized in silos. Role
design could not guarantee the level of utilization required. The old
separation between “front office” and “back office” was no longer
sustainable. The overall culture was still too much “processor” rather
than “service”.
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MAKING IT
HAPPEN IN YOUR
SERVICE OPERATION

Six bold moves – simple to understand, but hard to execute.
Hard, but not impossible – and extremely rewarding. The
six moves, or whatever subset applies to your business,
have the potential to meet your cost and efficiency needs
while renewing focus on customer satisfaction. They lay
the foundation for continuously reducing cost and at
least sustaining customer satisfaction as expectations
rise. They provide a tool kit that can be deployed on this
evergreen journey.

move

As a starting point, Service Operations managers should
examine themselves and their organizations for readiness
against these six moves. This will determine the particular
playbook for the moment.

1 HARNESS THE POWER
OF THE OPPOSITE-BE
A TRANSFORMATIVE
SIMPLIFIER

2 CASH IN ON THE DATA DIVIDEND- 3 TRANSFORM CUSTOMER
BE A QUANT MANAGER
EXPERIENCE TO STRENGTHEN
BRAND-BE A DIGITAL
INNOVATOR

Key assessment questions •• Do you perform a customer
experience designed by others,
or do you take ownership of the
customer experience?
•• Have you absolutely minimized
the work the customer needs
to do?
•• Do you recognize the
customer’s history?
•• Do you only ask for what you
don’t have?
•• Have you created hassle maps and
are you tackling them relentlessly?
•• Do you actively harness the power
of the opposite?

•• Can you measure the performance
skews among your staff?
•• Do you get real-time service
satisfaction feedback from
your customers?
•• Do you have manufacturing-like
quality measurement along the
service production line?
•• Are your managers trained to work
with and react to production data
and quality control, including for
early warning?
•• Do you use data to align customer
value and the cost of service for
competitive advantage?
•• Are you actively exploring
cognitive and behavioral
analytics to optimize your
Service Operations?
•• Do you actively cash in on the
data dividend?

•• Do your people understand the
potential of digital technology for
operations and service excellence?
•• Do you own your key tools, the
online and mobile platform?
•• Can you guarantee seamlessness
when customers cross channels?
•• Are you constantly identifying
trends and innovating in real
time to ensure you stay ahead of
the field?
•• Are you tuned to innovate on
mobile devices?
•• Do you connect service quality
and social media for maximum
service quality recognition?
•• Do you actively transform
customer experience to
strengthen brand?

Comparator

Are you …

Are you …

Are you …

•• Nespresso-like in simplicity?
•• Apple-like in surprise and delight?
•• AirBnB-like in convenience?

•• Toyota-like in production control?
•• Falcon Fraud Manager-like in
preventive analytics?
•• Remote Elevator Monitoringlike in real-time feedback
and visibility?
•• CareMore-like in connecting
customer insight to
operational delivery?

•• Audi-like in interaction innovation?
•• ING Direct-like in acknowledging
shifts in customer attitudes?
•• Apple-like in turning customer
experience processes into a
competitive weapon?
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In a market driven by customer-centricity, changing demographics, product commoditization
and an increasingly porous buffer between the customer and operations, leaders must
chart a new course to continuously improve cost and meet customer expectations. In our
experience, the six key moves will help winners differentiate themselves and put Service
Operations as the unequivocal new front office. The time for change is now. An honest
self-assessment is needed for you to come to terms with what you need to do and which
new capabilities are required. The big challenge is not only having the will, fortitude and
staying power to get it done. But rather developing the skill of the chameleon to deploy
multiple personalities and approaches to deliver the whole benefit. For those who can, the
prize is immense.

4 BUILD FLEXIBILITY AND
BEAT UNCERTAINTY-BE AN
AGILITY BUILDER

5 DO MORE WITH LESS TO
STRIVE FOR 10x IMPACT-BE
A RELENTLESS
STREAMLINER

6 TURN PROCESSORS INTO
FRONT-LINE SERVICERS-BE A
HIGH PERFORMANCE
MOTIVATOR

•• Can you easily scale your
operation up and down without
utilization impact?
•• Have you configured your
operation in standard versus
specialized activities?
•• Are your processes modular?
•• Can you isolate exceptions before
they clog up your workflow?
•• Can you serve customers with
differentiated service level?
•• Can you change the way you
provide service within weeks?
•• Can you adapt to new products
within a quarter?
•• Can you deploy tweaks any day
you want?
•• Are your response times fully
aligned to customer expectations,
and customer profitability?
•• Do you actively build flexibility,
engineer dynamic scalability and
beat uncertainty?

•• Is everyone in your operation
questioning cost relentlessly and
all the time?
•• Are your processes effectively
managed front-to-back and endto-end?
•• Can you reduce capacity at a
moment’s notice?
•• Have you mastered hybrid role
models to manage utilization?
•• Are you using service partners
more than ever before?
•• Do you have full visibility along the
extended value chain?
•• Is your workforce model
largely remote?
•• Have you put work back into
the front office to help manage
utilization there?
•• Do you actively do more with less
to strive for 10x impact?

•• Does your organization model
allow you to seamlessly integrate
customer service across channels?
•• Do your role designs ensure
high utilization?
•• Are you developing hybrid roles
with closer bonds to both product
and technology?
•• Have you aligned performance
management to the new
front office expectations
and established clear
performance metrics?
•• Have previously centralized
activities been appropriately
pushed back to front-office outlets
to manage utilization there?
•• Does your workforce model
enable seamless integration of a
widely dispersed workforce?
•• Do you have service level
agreements in place?
•• Can you measure cultures and
behaviors as well as performance?

Are you …

Are you …

Are you …

•• Aravind-like in your
standardization and
modularization of processes?
•• Axiom-like in your flexibility to
deploy and cost variabalization?
•• Yelp-like in your ability to integrate
third party standardized services
into your processes?

•• Walmart-like in controlling the end
to end value chain?
•• Southwest like in tailoring the
operating model to elements
customers really care about?
•• Team Sky like in a truly allencompassing approach
to improvement through
marginal gains?

•• Apple-like in enabling
hybrid people?
•• Coastal Federal Credit Union- like
in designing hybrid roles?
•• Jumbo-like in understanding
moments of truth?
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